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Abstract: In present spirited business environment, marketers and advertisers are facing trouble in the selection of viable marketing channels. Obviously, mobile phone and electronic mail are the two interesting communication sources. This study aims to emphasize on the effectiveness of mobile and email marketing channels using AIDA model. The study applied qualitative approach to collect data through semi-structured interviews from the registered customers of a retailer and whole sales company “Metro-Habib Cash & Carry Pakistan (MHCCP)”. The collected data were analyzed through matrix structure by defining themes and color codes. The sub-rows and columns were re-arranged with the help of iterative approach to properly manage the data. The study clarified that mobile marketing channel creates better market attention, interest, desire and purchase action as compared to email marketing channel.
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1. Introduction

The mode of marketing communication has altered due to advancement in information and communication technology and the distances among businesses and their customer’s has minimized. Now it has become easy for a business to interact its customer’s at lower cost and in shorter period of time around the globe. Mobile and email are the examples of advanced communication in today business environment. Mobile marketing is the use of mobile as a mean of marketing communication. This idea has defined by Shankar and Balasubramanian’s (2009) that mobile marketing is “the two-way or multi-way communication and promotion of an offer between a firm and its customers using a mobile medium, device”. Researchers highlighted another aspect of mobile marketing that it is an efficient source to get positive response from customer’s (Barwise & Strong, 2002). Mobile marketing is primarily interactive in nature and includes mobile advertising, promotion, customer support, and other relationship building activities. Therefore, mobile phone is facilitating new channel for reaching and interacting with consumers (Trappey & Woodside, 2005).

Businesses are adopting mobile marketing as a regular communication channel for customer services, promotional updates and tracking customer’s orders. Various international business organizations like Estee Lauder a personal care product company is using SMS coupons for the promotion of its products, McDonald’s is offering quizzes and competitions via SMS to raise its sales and brand awareness and Nike a leading multinational company of sports goods is using mobile marketing to facilitate consumers in their choices (Shankar & Balasubramanian, 2009). Similarly, electronic mail (E-mail) is also widely used marketing channels around the world. It defined as "Email marketing is the business practice of sending an email to people on a list in the hopes of selling them a product or service (Gardner, 2012)". It is an important medium of marketing communication especially for companies seeking to build and maintain closer relationships with customers (Fiona & Neil, 2011).

However, advertisers are using mobile and email as a marketing communication tool to draw attention of customers to their ads by means of a variety of advertising techniques. The theory of hierarchy of effects is often used by researchers in testing the effects of advertisement. Hierarchy of effects model was initially introduced to assess the immediate and media-specific effects of campaigns (Cavill & Bauman, 2004). It is a linear theory of marketing and advertising which presumes that the consumers must go through a rational and sequential series of steps that ends up in e.g. attention, interest, desire and purchase decision (Grover & Vriens, 2006). Hierarchy of effect is the theoretical background and AIDA is the efficient and appropriate model of the study. Therefore, the aim of the study is to assess mobile phone and email as communication
channels for conveying the message of a business to its customers. The study will assess the significance of mobile and email as effective marketing tools and will compare these two marketing channels to identify preferable one. This study is unique in the sense that comparison between both the channels based on AIDA model and will analyze data through matrix structure.

2. Literature Review

Hierarchy of effects Theory: Advertisers are applying a variety of techniques to draw attention to their ads and apply hierarchy of effect theory to assess the influence of advertisements. Initially hierarchy of effect model was developed in 1898 by St. Elmo Lewis (attention, interest and desire) known as AID and then (Strong & Edward, 1922) described that how sales people had to attract attention, maintain interest and create desire (AID) in order to be successful and creating long term relationship. Shortly thereafter, Lewis added a fourth step “get action” to his original model. This model came’s to be known as AIDA and is still one of the referred models in the advertising and personal selling literature, concerning how people behave in responding to sales and advertising presentations of a business (Barry, 1987).

Lavidge and Steiner (1961) introduced the idea that consumers do not go automatically to the purchase decision without taking interest in other steps of advertisement. They go through a series of seven steps to that threshold of purchase: Unawareness, Awareness, Knowledge, Liking, Preference, Conviction, and Purchase but the unawareness is not a necessary step of the series. Lavidge and Steiner (1961) also felt that it is also possible that some consumers develop a negative attitude towards these steps. Therefore, some of the steps has to be removed and the model was modified to three steps; Cognition (awareness or learning), Affect (feeling, interest or desire) and Behavior or conation (action). Lavidge and Steiner (1961), model is also known as the hierarchy of effects model. According to Smith, Chen and Yang (2008), with the passage of time, marketers and researchers described the different stages, different steps and sequences of hierarchy of effects model but always has been a generalized form as a sequence of Cognition (attention), Affect (interest or desire) and in the end Conation (purchase).

Mobile Marketing: Today the environment of doing business has totally changed due to complexity and antagonism created by globalization and improvement in communication technology (Kotler, 1999). “Advances in information and communication technologies are not only offering new marketing channels for companies but also significantly influencing the ways in which companies conduct their businesses and marketing activities” (Barutcu, 2008). Due to the reason, businesses are turning towards digital technology to improve their marketing channels and to reach efficiently to their target audience. For instance, businesses have adopted mobile phone as a marketing channel to cope with the major challenges e.g. time and attention from customers. Mobile phone users have positive perceptions towards mobile marketing as it saves consumer’s time, money and providing useful information (Standing et al., 2005). Mobile marketing is a source to reach unlimited customers in seconds (Haig, 2002; Richardson, 2010). This idea is further supported by (Barwise & Strong, 2002), that mobile marketing is the efficient source get positive response from target audience. Consumers show a positive attitude towards advertising message through mobile marketing (Haghvirian et al., 2005). Further, mobile marketing is the fastest source for delivering marketing messages to target audience (Scharl et al., 2005). Therefore, marketers and advertisers are spending a huge amount of money in their marketing activities on mobile channel around the globe. Marketers are investing to use mobile phone as an advertising channel with new features as compared to traditional media (Karjaluoto et al., 2004). World leading brands like Pepsi, Coca Cola, Adidas, Mazda, MacDonald’s, Nike, Disney, MTV, Volvo, and many other are using mobile advertisement from last several years (Sultan & Roham, 2005; Bauer et al., 2005). Businesses are adopting mobile marketing as a regular communication channel for customer services, promotional updates and tracking customer’s orders.

Email Marketing: Email marketing is a type of direct communication where a business sends its commercial message to an individual or a group of people who are using email. Electronic mail (E-mail) is one of the widely used marketing channels around the world. In a broad sense, all types of email like ads, business request, and brand awareness would be considered as email marketing (US Interactive Marketing Forecast, 2013). It is defined by a study as “Email marketing is the use of email as a direct marketing channel” (Brassington & Pettitt, 2003). According to another definition “Email marketing is the business practice of
sending an email to people on a list in the hope of selling them a product or service” (Gardner, 2012). Email marketing enable businesses to reach million people and receiving their replies around the globe in seconds (Kinnard, 2002). It enables businesses to convey on time information that enhances personalization (Nussey, 2004). It enables marketers to track the actions of targeted customers through analyzing results on actual time (Blumberg et al., 2005). Transactional email and direct email are the important types of email marketing.

**Analysis Model of Marketing Communication:** In common senses, marketing communication is the coordinated promotions of a business where it delivers messages to their audience through one or several communication channels. Marketing communication is the promotional part of the marketing mix and is the process of sending, encoding, transmission medium, decoding and receiver. Therefore, a classical model of marketing communication is described by Duncan and Mariarty (1998) and is illustrated as follows:

![Figure 1: Illustration of Communication based Marketing Model - Duncan & Mariarty (1998)](image)

The problem of the study is to examine the mobile and email communication channels that how these channels can affect the responses of consumers. In this illustration noise is not considered as it is not measured by analyzing process. Here, through this analysis model the study have to investigate and determine the effective marketing channel when sending a marketing message through different communication channels i.e. mobile and email marketing channel.

![Figure 2: Illustration of analysis model](image)

### 3. Methodology

Qualitative approach is the choice of the study and semi structured interview is the data collection tool along with deductive approach. Qualitative approach is inductive while generating a new theory but is considered deductive when a study tries an existing theory (Bryman & Bell, 2005; Hyde, 2000). The study collected primary data from the registered customers of MHCCP ‘which is a famous retailer and whole sales consumer products company in Islamabad’ through convenient approach. Hierarchy of effect is the theoretical background and AIDA is the appropriate model of the study. All the registered customers of MHCCP in Islamabad and Rawalpindi are the population and a small portion of the whole population is the sample of the study. The study used a stratified probability sampling approach where the sample is divided into homogenous non overlapping groups. Two stratums (Mobile & Email) are chosen for the study with a random sample of 24 registered customers (12 for each stratum).

**Connection with theory & Literature:** The study operationalized the theory and derived some questionnaires from it to collect data through semi-structured interviews. These questionnaires are connected to the theoretical background of the study.

**Method of Data Analysis:** The study applied Matrix structure to analyze the collected data. Generating categories or designing an appropriate matrix structure for the placement of collected data into its cells is used for data analysis (Dey, 1993; Miles & Huberman, 1994; Yin, 1994). The study applied the recommended matrix structure and pattern of Philipson (2011) for data analyses.
Themes of interviews: The study thoroughly and carefully checked the interviews chart to improve the validity and identified some keywords or themes from interviews data for making comparison. The key words are developed on the basis of similarities and differences in the respondent's answers. Themes are produced on the basis of similarities and differences in the respondent's views (Ryan & Bernard, 2003).

Developing color codes for answers: Analyzing qualitative data is slight difficult than quantitative, therefore, it is mandatory to code the interviews answers for both the channels by color in the designed matrix structure. The study applied sky blue color for mobile marketing channel and red color for email marketing channel. Relevant cells are coded in matrix structure.

Re-arrangement of matrix sub-rows and column: The study used a systematic approach for the re-arrangement of matrix sub-rows and columns. This re-arrangement for sub-rows is done by heading some generic keywords. Sub-rows with the highest number of colored cells were placed first then sub-rows with the second highest number of colored cells on the second position and so on. Similarly, for the re-arrangement of columns, the study arranged the respondents who provided similar information and next to each other with the help of iterative approach.

4. Results Analysis

Analyzing results for Mobile Marketing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q.No</th>
<th>Themes words / Key</th>
<th>R #</th>
<th>R #</th>
<th>R #</th>
<th>R #</th>
<th>R #</th>
<th>R #</th>
<th>R #</th>
<th>R #</th>
<th>R #</th>
<th>R #</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Have you received any offer from metro Pakistan?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Promotional SMS</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Through which channel you received the offer?</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Mobile SMS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>What was your response to the offer?</td>
<td>Mobile</td>
<td>Email</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>No response</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Can you explain the details of this offer?</td>
<td>Professionally</td>
<td>Appreciated</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Discount</td>
<td>Guaranty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>What was your experience about getting this offer through mobile / email?</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>User friendly</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Purchasing</td>
<td>Feedback</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The above matrix structure shows the complete depiction of mobile interviews of MHCCP registered customers. In the developed structure the colored cells indicate the customer's perceptions and answers about the asked questions. The study asked the first question from 12 registered customers of MHCCP to note their views about mobile marketing in the sense to create attention. In these 12 registered customers only 8 respondents answered that they have received the offers on their mobile from the company but did not clear the style of the offer (i.e. SMS or Call). Two respondents cleared that they have received a promotional SMS on their mobile. Two respondents told that they never received any offer from the company on their mobiles. So the answers of all the respondents are placed in concerned cells (8 in yes cells, 2 in promotional SMS and 2 in no cells). The second question was about the source of channels where 8 respondents answered that they have received this offer on their mobile (i.e. Mobile channel). Two respondents answered that they have received the offer on their mobile and further cleared that it was in SMS form. The two remaining respondents did not provide any further information. Therefore, all the respondents' answers are placed in the concerned cells of the structure.

The study asked third question from the respondents to know about their feelings toward the company offers. Six respondents answered that they feel the offer positively and showed interest in the offers. Two respondents replied that they ignored the offers and did not provide further information's. One participant answered that he responded professionally and one respondent appreciated their offer. The answers of six respondents are placed in the cells that are headed by "positive" key word, another two in the cells which are headed by "No response" and remaining two in their concerned cells. The next question is about the details of the offers where seven respondents cleared that it was about the discount of the product prices. One participant answered that he observed it about the discount of the products and its guarantee as well. One respondent noted that it was concerned with his business and one respondent told that the promotional offer of MHCCP was about seasonal sales, while, two respondents did not provide any data. Fifth question is about the deep involvement of the offers (means desire). The study asked the question to know the respondents' views about the offer involvement. Three respondents answered that it was good and friendly user which
show the deep involvement in the offer. Three respondents answered that MHCCP offer was good and two answered that it was user friendly. One respondent answered that mobile marketing made it possible to give feedback about previous purchasing and got experience about online marketing. One respondent said that mobile marketing motivated him towards purchasing, where as some respondents did not reply. The next question was about the inner feelings of the respondents. Here it was try to know the respondents’ feelings about the offers. To this particular question five respondents answered that they feel positive, two respondents remained neutral and only one respondent show negative attitude. One respondent answered that their offer was concerned with his personal business and one told that MHCCP is trying to develop strategic relationship with a market through mobile marketing.

Seventh question is about the actual action of purchasing where it was seek to know about the real sales of the company due to mobile advertising. Six respondents answered that they purchased the products due to offer, one respondent told that he did not become a part of the offer. One respondent answered that he is purchasing from the company but not due to any offer. One respondent answered that he purchased there directly in cash and one told that he purchased through credit card. In the final question, five respondents purchased due to a very good offer, two respondents did not purchase because of no needs and one respondent purchased because of quality products and a good offer. One respondent answered that he purchased there because of special discount on bulk purchasing and one told that he purchased from MHCCP because of highly motivated business environment.

Analyzing results for email marketing:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q.No</th>
<th>Themes / words</th>
<th>Key</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Have you received any offer from metro Pakistan?</td>
<td>Yes, No, Promotional mail, Pdf file, Colored Picture, Different items</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Through which channel you received the offer?</td>
<td>Mobile, Email, Yahoo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>What was your response to the offer?</td>
<td>Positive, Not remember, Professionally, On time, Liked</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Can you explain the details of this offer?</td>
<td>Discount, Seasonal Sales, Quality, Product, Business, Concerned, Other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>What was your experience about getting this offer through mobile / email?</td>
<td>Good, Online Marketing, Easy to understand, Choice at home, Feedback, User friendly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>What were your feelings when you</td>
<td>Positive, Neutral</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The study enquired first question from 12 customers of MHCCP to know their views about email marketing. From the 12 customers of the MHCCP, 8 respondents answered that they have received promotional messages from the company in their email Inbox. Respondent 10 further cleared that it was a promotional mail and respondent 09 told that he received a promotional mail in Pdf file with colored picture of different products. Four respondents told that they never received any promotional email from the company. So the answers of all the respondents are placed in concerned cells (8 in yes cells, 4 in No cells and other information in the related cells). The second question of the interview was about the source of channels where 8 respondents answered that they have received the promotional emails from the company (i.e. Email channel). Two respondents further cleared that they received this email on their yahoo mail ID. The other remaining respondents did not provide any further information. Therefore, all the information’s are placed in the concerned cells. The study interviewed the next question from the respondents to know about their feelings toward the company offers. Two respondents replied that they feel the offer positively and showed interest in it. Other two participants answered that they responded professionally, one respondent cleared that he responded to their mail on actual time. One respondent liked their promotional mail and one of them replied that he has forgotten about the offer. The remaining five respondents did not provide any further information’s.

The fourth question is about the details of the offers where two respondents answered that it was about the discount of the product prices, two respondents answered that the MHCCP email was about seasonal sales and one respondent told that their mails are concerned with quality products. One respondent answered that their emails are relevant with their business. One respondent answered that he has no idea about the offer and the remaining five respondents did not provide any further information’s. Next question is about the deep involvement of the offers (means desire). The study interviewed the question to know the respondents' views about the offer involvement. Respondent 09 answered that the promotional email of MHCCP was good because he was able to make choices at home. Respondent 01 answered that their mail was good and easy to understand. Respondent 10 answered that he was able to send them a feedback email. One respondent answered that their promotional offer is like online marketing. Respondent 03 told that their mail was very good and one respondent answered that MHCCP is adopting online marketing to serve their customers which show the deep involvement in the offer. Other remaining respondents did not show their views about this question. In question sixth, the study asked about the inner feelings of the respondents. Here interviewer tried to know the respondents’ feelings about the offers. To this particular question three respondents answered that they feel positive, one respondent remained neutral and one respondent answered that MHCCP have sent him a personal message. One respondent said that MHCCP is trying to adopt business relations while the other answered that they are creating personal relations with their customers.

Seventh question is about the actual purchasing where the study tried to know about the real sales of the company due to email advertisement. Four respondents answered that they purchased the products due to offer. One participant further told that he purchased there on cash and one through credit card. Three respondents told that they did not become a part of the offer and other remaining respondents did not
become the part of the question. The final question is about the reasons of purchasing where researcher tried to know the real causes of purchasing. Two respondents answered that they purchased due to a very good offer which they received from the company. Two respondents answered that it was a good and discounted offers and two respondents said that they were not interested in the offer. One respondent told that he purchased there because of the different varieties of items available with them. One respondent answered that he did not purchase there because he had no need.

Analyzing results with Theory

Response percentage of AIDA Model: For the clarification of respondent’s views it was considered necessary to know about their percentage ratios that are as follow:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Marketing Channel</th>
<th>Attention</th>
<th>Interest</th>
<th>Desire</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mobile response</td>
<td>83.3%</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td>83.3%</td>
<td>67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email response</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>58.3%</td>
<td>33.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Attention: The interviews data reflects that 83.3 percent of the mobile respondents have received an offer from MHCCP. These respondents confirmed that they have received a promotional SMS and calls from MHCCP but 20 percent respondent did not receive any offer from the company. Likewise, 67 percent email respondents confirmed that they have received a promotional email from the MHCCP and 33 percent respondents told that they did not receive any offer. 83.3 percent of mobile and 67 percent of email respondents confirmed that they have received an offer from MHCCP and confirmed about the first step of hierarchy of effects, i.e. Attention. One participant also confirmed during his interview that MHCCP has main focus on mobile marketing channel rather than email marketing channel.

“Company is focusing on the mobile marketing channel to create market attention rather than email because customers giving preferences to mobile marketing channel”.

On the basis of results and other arguments it is assumed that mobile creates greater market attention than email.

Interest: The Interview data indicates that 67 percent of the mobile respondents had shown positive feeling about the promotional offer, 17 percent did not respond and 16 percent did not receive any offer from the company. Here the mobile respondents involved in the promotional offer and moved from the attention stage to the interest stage of hierarchy of effects model. Similarly, from the email sample, the data shows that only 50 percent of the respondents had shown interest in the promotional offer, 8.3 percent said that they have no idea, 8.3 percent did not provide any information and 33 percent respondents did not receive any promotional email. It is noted that MHCCP is providing updated information’s about its seasonal sales, special discount, guaranteed products, varieties and many more. Sometimes, customers are perceiving that they are being treated as personally and shows greater interest in their offers. Through mobile device MHCCP is trying to build personal and business relations with targeted customers. At the same time, MHCCP is sending promotional mails to provide updated information’s about seasonal sales, quality products and so on, along with colored pictures. Email marketing is providing the opportunity to make choice at home for creating greater business interest.

According to a respondent views:

“Mobile is the more interesting marketing channel than email because mobile is an advanced communication channel and its usage is higher than email”.

On the basis of study results and respondents suggestions, it is assumed that mobile marketing channel is creating greater business interest than email. In this stage respondents moved from the attention to the interest step of the hierarchy of effects model.

Desire: The interviews data indicates that 67 percent mobile respondents have showed interest in the promotional offers and 83.3 percent showed desire about it. Similarly, 58.3 percent of the email respondents showed desire about the promotional offer but 8.3 percent developed some neutral feeling about it. Here in this stage the respondents automatically moved from interest to desire step of the hierarchy of effects model.
It is noted that varieties of product and accurate mobile information’s are motivating customers to show a deep involvement in business offer. Similarly, email offers are easy to understand because of colored pictures along with a price structure. However, the study results indicate that the mobile channel is creating a greater desire than email marketing channel.

**Action:** The interview data indicates that 67 percent of the mobile respondents took action on the promotional offer and purchased from MHCCP. These respondents enjoyed the complete process of promotional offer and passed through a sequential series of steps. These customers passed through all the steps of a hierarchy of effects model i.e. attention, interest, desire and action. Similarly, 33 percent of the email respondents became a part of the offer. They purchased the products of MHCCP. These customers involved in the complete process of promotional offer and passed through all the steps of the hierarchy of effects model. However, the study results lead to the conclusion that mobile marketing channel creates greater purchase action than email marketing channel.

**Figure 4: Graphical illustration of customers purchasing process in percentage**

The above graphical picture illustrates that mobile marketing channel is preferable marketing channel than email marketing channel. The graph shows that mobile marketing channel creates greater attention, interest, desire, and purchase action than an email. The study further suggested that the hierarchy of effects model is the precise concept to be applied in mobile and email marketing channels. It is also assumed that mobile marketing has greater association with hierarchy of effects model as compared to Email.

**5. Conclusion**

The study assessed comparatively the effectiveness of mobile and email marketing channels to identify preferable marketing channel. The study applied qualitative approach to collect data through semi-structured interviews from the registered customers of MHCCP for both the channels. Further, the study used matrix structure for data analysis. The information’s provided by respondents lead to the conclusion that mobile and email are the two important marketing channels to create market attention, interest, desire and purchase action. It is also cleared that mobile marketing channel is preferable then email marketing channel and hierarchy of effects is the precise concept to be apply for the analysis of communication channels. The study has important marketing implications by adding existing knowledge that AIDA model can be applied in qualitative study to analyze marketing communications. The managerial approach of the study was to assess the effectiveness of mobile and email marketing channels in qualitative way and assumed that mobile and email marketing channels can be analyzed through qualitative approach. This study is unique in the sense to apply qualitative approach for the analysis of communication channels with the application of AIDA model. However, while interpreting results, it is necessary to keep in views that the data collected from only one mega store and from limited number of respondents. Therefore, readers of the study should be cautious in generalizing results. To further enhance the analysis, we therefore recommend to future researchers to include other marketing channel like TV, Print media etc. Additionally, the study was only limited to consumer industry and future studies can include other sectors like services, manufacturing etc.
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